‘David A. Good’s lucid study of budgetary politics in Canada provides an analytic framework for examining the ongoing clash between spenders and guardians in all countries. *The Politics of Public Money* offers a political template for assessing the effectiveness of budget reforms and a road map for exploring what has to be done to turn chronic deficits into robust surpluses. The book is highly relevant for courses in political institutions, public finance, and public management.’

- Allen Schick, Professor, School of Public Policy at the University of Maryland, and Visiting Fellow at The Brookings Institution

‘This is a superb book that is testimony to David A. Good’s status as one of Canada’s first-rate scholar-practitioners. It blends theory, empirical analysis, and sound insight with clarity and coherence. *The Politics of Public Money* is an essential text for anyone with a serious interest in governance and public management.’

- Peter Aucoin, Eric Dennis Memorial Professor of Government and Political Science, and Professor of Public Administration, Dalhousie University

In *The Politics of Public Money* David Good analyzes the shifting influence of budgetary politics in Ottawa, from an ‘old village’ conditioned by old norms of behaviour to a ‘new town’ that brings with it new ideas about how much public money should be spent, where it should be spent, and how it should be managed.

To better understand the changing situation, Good develops a new framework for analyzing the politics and management of public money. This framework is used to explore the interactions among budget players and, perhaps the most central of all, the relationship between Prime Minister and Minister of Finance.

As an analysis of the changing budgetary process and an examination of the promises and pitfalls of budgetary reform, *The Politics of Public Money* sheds new light on the role of insiders in influencing our government’s spending.

DAVID A. GOOD is a professor in the School of Public Administration at the University of Victoria.
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